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It is generally held in the literature that Present tense in Russian relative clauses is
like its English (and unlike its Japanese) counterpart insofar as it only provides indexical readings when the matrix is Past. In this snippet, I point out a fact that has
not received attention: temporal interpretive possibilities vary with a restrictive/non
restrictive meaning of the Russian relative clause. Along with the indexical reading,
the relative Present in Russian provides simultaneous readings when embedded under Past.
Excluding the habitual reading of the embedded predicate in (1),
Kondrashova (1998), Kusumoto (1999), Schlenker (2003) and many others hold that
the indexical reading is the only one available in such constructions. In other words,
the relative Present is only evaluated relative to the utterance time (i.e. the “now” of
the speaker) and not the matrix tense. What these authors fail to consider, however,
is that the temporal interpretive possibilities in constructions like (1) are affected by
the restrictive/non-restrictive meaning of the relative clause.
(1) Ja zametil
rebenka (,) kotoryj
sidit
na skamejke.
I notice-past child
who
sit-present
on bench
“I noticed a child who is/was sitting on the bench.”

Yokoyama (2001) argues that the restrictive or nonrestrictive meaning of a
relative clause in Russian is correlated with the intonation of the matrix clause. For
example, if the contour on the head of the relative clause in (1) is falling, then the
relative clause has a non-restrictive interpretation; (1) can be paraphrased as: At
some point in the past, I noticed a child who is (now) sitting on the bench. This is
the aforementioned indexical reading and its availability is not surprising: when one
assumes in the spirit of Emonds (1979) that the non-restrictive relative clause is
scoped out such that the embedded Present is outside the c-command domain of the
matrix PAST, then the indexical reading is expected given Stowell (1995) and other
accounts of embedded tense, e.g. Ogihara (1995) .
If the contour on the head of the relative clause in (1) is rising, then the
relative clause has a restrictive interpretation; (1) can be paraphrased as: At some
point in the past, I noticed a child who was sitting on the bench (at the time of my
noticing him/her). This is a simultaneous reading. When one assumes that the restrictive relative clause remains in situ such that the embedded Present is within the
c-command domain of the matrix PAST, then the simultaneous reading is expected
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on the aforementioned accounts of embedded tense.
Consider also (2). Here the head of the relative clause is the quantifier
phrase “vsex detej”. This construal forces a restrictive meaning of the relative
clause and, as expected, (2) can be paraphrased as: At some point in the past, I noticed all the children who were sitting on the bench (at the time of my noticing
them). This is a simultaneous reading and its availability is not surprising given the
rough syntactic explanation for (1).
(2) Ja zametil
vsex detej
kotorye
sidjat
na skamejke.
I notice-past all
children
who
sit-present
on bench
“I noticed all the children who were sitting on the bench.”

I conclude that the relative Present in Russian is unlike its English (and like
its Japanese) counterpart insofar as it provides both indexical and simultaneous readings when embedded under Past.
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